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A NOTE ON THE REGULA FALSI

L.R.J. WESTERMANN.

ABSTRACT. The convergence of the regula falsi procedure towards a zero

of the function f,concerned,is proved, using solely the continuity of f and

irrespective the number of zero's of f. There is also a necessary and sufficient

condition deduced for a sequence to be the iterand-sequence of the regula falsi

procedure applied to a continuous function.

In texts on numerical analysis the convergence of the iterative

interpolation-procedure towards a zero of the function f, known as the regula

falsi, is generally proved under the condition that the first and~or second

derivative f', f" exists and a condition which ensures f to have just one zero

z. See e.g. [ 5l , 5.9, [ 3] , 3 and [ 2] , 2.3. Moreover, these conditions yield

an asymptotic convergence rate of p:- 2(1 f~), i.e. xn}1-z ~ C.(xn z)p.

For numerical practice one can therefore modify the regula falsi with for

instance bisection witki the intention that after "few" steps the mentioned and

rather satisfactory convergence rate will apply. For these matters and for an

usefull stopping criterion one might also consult the description of a procedure

of T. J. Dekker in the appendix of [4].

Here we give an elementary proof of the convergence of the pure reguZa

faZsi to~ards a zero of f under the sole conditíon of contínuít~ for f, and

írrespective of the number of zeros of f beíng 1, finite or ínfiníte.

Of course and alas without further restrictions on f convergence of the

sequence of iterands can be almost as bad as possible; nor can anything be
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asserted as to which zero of f is most attractive for the converging sequence.

At the end of this note we will make some remarks on these points.
t

We are now going to describe how the sequence {xn} of iterands wlll

be generated. Be f:[a,b] ~ R, a ~ b, continuous and

(1) f(a) . f(b) ~ 0.

According to the intermediate value theorem f has at least one zero between a

and b. See figure 1. The secant through (a, f(a)) and (b, f(b)) meets the x-axis

FIGURE 7.

in the point with abscis

t .- a - b-a , f(a)~
f(b) - f(a)

t is the first iterand and is between a and b.
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We proceed now in the same way but in stead of a and b we take t and that one

of the pair a,b where f has sign opposite to that of f(t), and so on; if t or

one of the following iterands is a zero of f then the goal is reached in finitely

many steps. The sequence {xn} of iterands is by recursion generated precisely

as follows:

v 1 .- a, u~ .- b.

For n - 1,2,...

v - u
xn :- un - f(vn n- f un . f(l~n)~

if f(xn) . f(un)
~ 0, then untl .- xn, vn}1 :- un~

~ 0, then untl :- xn, vnt~ :- vn.

We call the numbers un and vn the supporting points

evident that for each n EII~ it is true that f(un) .

exists an n0 such that f(xn )- 0, for then is xn
0

at the nth step. It is

f(v )n ~ 0, unless there

xn , ~] n i n0.
0

1. THEOREM. Let f :[a,b] -~IR be conttinuous and {xn} generated according (2).

Then {xn} converges and f(lim xn) - 0.
rr-~

PROOF. First of all we observe that

(3) if xn }~ ? xn for some n1, then xn ~ xn ~~I n? n~.
(~) 1

~ (~} ~

It can easily be deduced from the fact that xn is between un and vn; (3) implies
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also that {xn} is eventually constant if some pair of consecutive xn's is

equal, i.e. xnlt~ - xnl ~ xn - xnl. tl n? n~. We shall divide the proof in

three parts and shown that respectively i) the sequence {xn} has at most two

limit points, solely using (3), ii) each limit point of {xn} is a zero of f

and iii) {xn} cannot have two limit points; for ii) and iii) to prove we must

take into account the continuity of f.

Ad i). If 1~,12 are limit points of {xn}, with say l~ ~ 12, then none

of the xn's is between 1~ and 12. For if l~ ~ xn ~ 12, then there is, 12 being
1

a limit point, an n2 ~ n~ such that xn ~ xn and therefore by (3)
2 1

xn ~ xn ~ 1~, n? n~f1, This is a contradiction to the fact that 1~ is a limit
1

point of {xn}. Thus {xn} has no limit points between l~ and 12.

Since {x } C[a,b] the sequence has at most two (and at least one) limit points.n
Ad ii) If {xn} has only one limit point, i,e. z:- lim xn exists,

n-wo
then f(z) - 0 can be deduced as follows. Assume conversely r:- 2. f(z) ~ 0,

say ~ 0, then there is an n0 such that 3r ~ f(xn) ~ r~ 0, y n~ n~,

To calculate the iterand xn, n~ n~ we use the supporting point xn-~, where

f(xn-~) ~ 0 arid a fixed point, denoted by v, which serves at each step beyond

the n~th, while s:- f(v) ~ 0; compare (2) and (3). Obviously z is between v

and xn, n? n~. We now will assume n~ also to be so large that

Ixn-zl ~ n:- 3r-s .r, d n~ n0.

Then by (2)

~ xnof 1- xno ~-

I x - vl

f(xo )- f(v)
.

f(xnS) ~ 3r-s
. r- r1.

0

This contradicts the facts that for n~ n~ all xn's lie on the same side to z
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and that I xn-z~ ~ rl.

We further have to show that in case {xn} has two different limit

points 1~,12 say l~ ~ 12, f(1~) - f(12) - 0 holds. Assume conversely

r:- 2 f(1~) ~ 0(; irrespective the value of f(12)). Be E~ 0 such that

Ix-l~l ~ e implies 0 ~ r ~ f(x) ~ 3r.

Let m denote the maximum of Ifl on [a,b] and d:- 3r}m~ . r, then d~ 0.

There is an xn such that 11 - S ~ xn ~ 1~; compare also the proof of part i).
0 ~

To calculate xno}~ the suprorting peints are xno and a point v such that

f(v) ~ 0 and 12 ~ v. Therefore

x t1 - xn - f vv-fnx ~ f(xn )~ 3rtm1 ~ r~ d'n0 0 n0 0

which implies xnOt1

i). If now f(xno}~)

thereby ? 12, in

~ l~ and therefore ~ 12; compare again the proof of part

? 0 then all the following iterands are E[xn0}~,v) and

contradiction with the fact that 1~ is a limit point. If

otherwise f(xn t1) ~ 0 then the same argument as above applies, if v is
0

) ~ 0 yieldsreplaced by xno}~, with the outcome that xno}2 ~ 12; then f(xno~,2 -

on immediate contradiction and f(xn }2) ~ 0 gives via xn }3 etc.
0 ~

also a contradiction with the fact that 1~ is limit point of {xn},

Ad iii). Assume that {xn} has two limit points l~, 12, say 1~ ~ 12.

On account of ii) we know that f(l~) - f(12) - 0. 1 denotes 2(12-1~).

Since no xn is between l~ and 12 there exists an integer p such that

xn E(1~-l, l~) U(12, 12t1), ~ n i p.

Also there exist monotonous subsequences {xn }~ {x } of {xn} with the following
~ m~

properties.
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n. ~ P ~ m. ~ p j - 1,2,... ;
J - J -

limx -1 , limx - 1 ;
j~ nj 1 j~ mj 2

xn.-1 ~ 12 ' xm.-1 ~ l~ ~ j- 2,3~... ;
J J

x ~ x ~ x ~ x ~ 1 , x ~ x ~ x ~ x ~ 1 , j- 2,3,..
nj n nj}1 n-] 1 mjtl m mj m-] 2

xm2 - xn~t7.

The last but one line mvans that ~rom some index on all jumps from the right of

12 to the left of 1~ in the sequence {xn} are by at least one element of pairs

xnJ, xnJ-~ or xmj-1' xmj represented in the subsequences.

The justification of these choices and of the following statements results from

the rule (3) and the nature of 1~, 12. Notice that no two xn's can be equal

since 1] ~ 12. We may without loss of generality suppose that f(xn )~ 0.
1

The supporting points for the calculation of xm - xn }] are xn and a point v
2 1 7

with 12 ~ v ~ xm ~ 12 f l. Thus f(v) ~ 0 as well f(xm ) ~ 0(, see (2)).
1 2x -x

It follows by (2) that f(xn )- xm2-vn~ . f(v) and thus
1 m2

1 -1
(4) f(xn ) ~ 21 ] . If(v)I - 2.If(v)I .

1

To get next xn we have as supporting points xn and xn -~ E(12,xm ) and thus
2 1 2 2

xn -xn
-1 l,,-1

f(xn -]) - x 2-x ~ . f(xn ), thus If(xn -])I ~ `1 ] . f(xn ) - 2.f(xn ).
2 n2 n~ ~ 2 ] ]
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On account of (4) we get If(xn -~)I ~ 22 , If(v)I. Going on in this way we
2

will obtain by calculation of x, x and so onm3 n3

~ 22J f(v) , j - 2,3,...I f(xn.-1)I . ~ ~
J

Since lim xn -~ - 12 and f(12) - 0 this contradicts with the continuity of f. ~
J~ J

As has been turned out to a certain exter.t in the last part of the above proof

there is an essential difference in the nature of the approximation between

oscillational and monotonous parts of the sequence of iterands. For a closer

look at the way of convergence of {xn} we construct a correspondent sequence

{rn}, Because an eventually constant {xn} does not interest us in these

respects, we shall dtisregard the possibility that tt~7o eZements of the sequence

{xn} are equaZ; compare (3). The starting points were a,b with f(a).f(b) ~ 0

and a ~ b. Simultaneously repeating (2) we state

v~ .- a, x~ .- u~ .- b, rp .- t~ .- vl-xl ~

for n - 1,2,...

v -u
(5) xn - un - f v n- f u ' f(un)'n n

(6)

u11}~ :- xr, vn}~ :- un, if f(xn).f(un) ~ 0

unt1 '- xn, vntl :- vn, if f(xn).f(un) ~ 0;

x1-x~

(7) .- xn}~ - xn .
tn vntl - xnfl ~
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if f(xn).f(un) ~ 0,

t-1 .t .rn-1 , if f(xn).f(un) ~ 0.

Let us first prove that

(9) If(xn)~ - rn . If(a)I, n- 0,1,2,...

It follows from (5), (6) that f(xn) - f(un}1) --tn.f(vn}1) and therefore we

may in stead of (9) prove

if f(x ).f(u ) ~ 0,r .~f(a) e n nn-1

(10) If(vn~1)~ -

t-1 .r .If(a)I, if f(x ).f(u ) ~ 0,
n-1 n-] n n

n - 0,1,2,...

(10) i.s correct for n- 0 as can simply be chequed. As an induction we take

(10) to be true for n and consider it with nt1 in stead of n.

If f(xnfl).f(unfl) ~ 0, then ~f(vnf2)I - If(unfl)I -

tn.rn-~.If(a)I, if f(xn).f(un) ~ 0

- If(xn)I - tn.~f(vn}1)I

tn.tnll.rn-l.lf(a)I, if f(xn).f(un) ~ 0

If f(xntl).f(untl) ' 0, then ~f(vn}2)~ - ~f(vnfl)~ -

(i
rn-l.lf(a)I - tnl.rn.If(a)I, if f(xn).f(un) ~ 0,

tnll.rn-l.lf(a)I - tnl.rn.lf(a)I, if f(xn).f(un) ~ 0.

rn.lf(a)I.
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FIGURE 2a, f(x ) - -t .f(v ), f(x ) - -t .f(x ) f(x ) -n-1 n-1 n n n n-~ ~ nt1

-tnf7'f(xn)' f(xnt2) - -tnf2'f(xnta) thus If(xnt2)I - tnf2'tnfl.tn.tn-1.
If(v )I - r ,~.If(a)~.n nt~

FIGURE 2b. f(x ) - -t .f(v ), f(x ) - -t .f(v ), j - 0,1,2.n-1 r!-1 n nfj ntj n
Thus ~f(xnt2)I - tnt2'If(vn)I - tnf2'tntl ' f(xntl) -(tn~2'tnfl).tnt1'

If(vn)I - (tnt2'tntl).tnfl.tnl.lf(xn)~ - ... - rnt2'If(a)I.
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So (10) and thereby (9) are proved.

Although (9) makes the significance of the r-sequence clear, we
n

can give as comment a reference to figures 2a and 2b. In the first one each

supporting point works as such for only two steps; there is permanent sign

change of function values and the sequence {xn} is oscillating there.

In figure 2b the supporting point vn works as such at each step; function

values donot change sign and {xn} is monotonous there. In the letterpresses

of the figures it is shown how the sequence {rn} is stepwise keeping up with

the changing of the absolute function values.

Because of theorem 1 lim rn-0 is necessary for the regula falsi
n-~

sequence {xn}. We turn now to the question to which sequence there exists a

continuous function with the property that that sequence is generated by the

regula falsi procedure applied to the function. (3) and lim rn-0 are necessary;
n--~

however r is defined in terms of a given function f. Therefore we now modify
n

the definition of rn but in sucti a way that it yields in fact the same result

as (8) (and (5), (6), (7)).

Assume given a, b, a ~ b and a sequence {xn} such that

xn ~ xm , n,m - 0,1,2,..., n ~ m;

a ~ x1 , x0 - b ; vl .- a, r0 .- t0 .- vl-x0 .

1 1 ~

( 3) if x ~ x for some n, then x~ x , ~i n~ n;
n f1 - n 1 n- n - 1

1 (~) 1 (~) 1

For n - 1,2,...
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xn-~, if xntl

v , if xn n

is between xn-~ and xn,

is between xn-~ and xn}1,

xnf 1 - xn
t .- ~

n vn} ~- xnf 1

r .-n

~ tn.rn-~ , if xn}~ is between xn-~ and xn,

t-~ .t .r , if x is ~etween x and xn-1 n n-1 n n-1 nf 1'

2. THEOREM. Necessary cmd suffticient for (an eventually non-constant) {xn}

to be a regula falsi sequence for a conttinuous funetion f :[ a,b] -~ ]R raith

f(a).f(b) ~ 0 is that (3) hoZds as ~eZ2 as

1 :- lim x exists,nn-~

lim r - 0.nn~

PROOF. Ttie necessity has already been proved. It remains to show how to

construct a continuous f given such a sequence {xn}. Choose for f(a) some

value ~ 0, say ~ 0. See figure 3. Then f(b) :- -t0.f(a) ~ 0.



FIGURE 3.

If x2 is between a and x~ then v2 - a and f(x1) '- - v2-xl ' f(a) --r~.f(a);
2 2

if x2 is between x~ and b then v2 - x~ and f(x~):- - x2-x1 . f(b) - t~t~ f(a) -
v2-x2

r~.f(a). In both cases we define f by interpolation as a linear function between

x1 and that supporting point of the 1th step at which f has the same sign as f(x~).

Then f is not yet defined between x~ and v2. For the general step see figure

4a, b. Now, assume f is defined except between xn-~ and vn and if(xn-~)I -

rn-~.f(a). It is easily chequed that all xm with m? n are between xn-~ and vn.

Now there are two possibilities: i) xn}~ is between xn-~ and xn and ii) xn is

between xn-~ and xnt1.



FIGURE 4a. FIGURE ~b.

Ad i). Now is v - x and thus f(x ):- - xn}1-xn .f(x )--t .f(x )nt1 n-1 n vntl-xntl n-1 n n-1

so that If(x )I - r.f(a); interpolate f linear between v and x. Ad ii) Here is
n n n n

vn}1 - vn and thus f(xn) :- vn}1-xn . f(vn) --tn . f(vn) and therefore, using
nt 1 nf 1

an analogon of (10) we get If(xn)I - rn . f(a); interpolate f linear between

xn-1 and xn}1. After this step f is defined except between xn and vn}1.

Finally by induction f is piece-wise linearly and continuous defined on [a,b]

except in 1- lim xn and between 1 and lim vnt1. This last limit exists and
n~ n-r~

equals 1 unless vn is constant from some index n0 on. Be f(1) :- 0 and if

lim vn ~ 1 then define f by interpolation linear between 1 and vn . According
~ 0

to the construction of f, If(x )I - r . f(a) and lim r- 0, is f obviously
n n ~ n

continuous. ~

REMARK 1. Indeed without further restriction~ on f the convergence of the regula

falsi sequence can be as bad as is compatible with lim rn - 0.
n-~
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In case of a permanent oscillating {xn} for instance lim rn - 0 is not even
n-~

sufficient for convergence of {xn}, ~

REMARK 2. Some zero of f can only be reached in a finite number of steps and

not "strictly" approximated. For if e.g. f(a) ~ 0, f(b) ~ 0, a ~ b, then at

each step f is positive (or zero) in the left supporting point and negative

(or zero) in the right supporting point. A zero z of f such that f(x) ~ 0 if

z-E ~ x ~ z and f(x) ~ 0 if z ~ x ~ zfe for some e ~ 0 can only be hit by a

secant after finitely many steps. See figure 5. The sa,.ie thing applies for

other kinds of zero's as well.

FIGURE 5.

On the other hand we consider, under the same condition for a,b and

continuous f a zero w E(a,b) of f such that for some d~0

x E(W -d,w) ~ f(x) ~ p, x E(w,wtd) ~ f(x) ~ 0.
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Then to each v E(a,b), with f(v) ~ 0, there is an e~ 0 such that if

u E(w-e, wtE), w between u and v and f(u).f(v) ~ 0, the iterative regula

falsi procedure with u,v as starting supporting points generates a sequence

which converges to w. The proof is easy and we omit it. We might say that

the region of attraction for w reZatíve v contains an interval (depending on v)

around w. For all sorts of attraction concepts, see [ 1].

The question as to which zero is "most attractive" is very interesting.

In the situation for a, b and f as above we might call the zero w more attracttive

t.hczn the zero w' (say w ~ w', see figure 5) if for some e~ 0 and all u,v with

0 ~ w-u ~ v-w' ~ e

the regula falsi procedure with u,v as starting supporting points generates

a sequence which converges to w. It seems that only under very severe conditions

for f something can be asserted as to which of a number of zero's is the most

attractive. For firstly, not any two zero's can be compared in this respect and

secondly such a comparison depends not only on the local behaviour of f near w

and w' but also on the behaviour of f between w and w' and especially on the

distribution of zero's there. ~
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